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About This Content

Munich to Garmisch Scenario Pack 01 includes 10 challenging and enjoyable scenarios for the Munich to Garmisch
Partenkirchen route on Steam, covering passenger operations in this scenic part of Bavaria.

Take the controls of BR442, ICE 3, ICE-T and BR 426 to haul passengers on regular train services along the line following real
world timetables with real world difficulties including delayed trains and poor weather.

Note:
To drive all 10 career scenarios in the pack, players will require the Munich - Garmisch-Partenkirchen Route (available

separately) and select scenarios also individually require Train Simulator’s DB ICE 3 EMU Add-On, DB BR 442 'Talent 2'
EMU Add-On and DB BR 411 'ICE-T' EMU Add-On (each available separately).

Included Scenarios

The Munich Garmisch Scenario Pack Add-on includes ten operating challenges in career scenario form for the Munich to
Garmisch Partenkirchen Route (Available Separately):

Requiring Munich to Garmisch Partenkirchen

S6 from Starnberg to Munich
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S6 from Munich to Tutzing

Requiring Munich to Garmisch Partenkirchen, BR 442 Talent 2 and ICE-T:

Regional service RB5946 Part 1

Regional service RB5946 Part 2

Requiring Munich to Garmisch Partenkirchen, BR 442 Talent 2, ICE 3 and ICE-T:

ICE 732 Part 1

ICE 732 Part 2

RB 5419 in the Rain Part 1

RB 5419 in the Rain Part 2

ICE 1227 Part 1

ICE 1227 Part 2
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Fun, Rythm Based Game.

Pros:
*Decent Graphics
*Runs well on MOST PCs
*Multiple Game Options, including Boss Battles
*Ability to add your own music to the game
*Decent Beatmaps
*Interesting Maps designs, including a vaporwavish one
*Great Price

Cons:
*The game only includes 3 copyright free songs to start off with

The game has barely any cons for me, and on top of that, has a great price point compared to similar games.. Drake.
Oh, you want me to write a review about this game?
Well...
It was an amazing experience that's for sure.. One look at this game and you'd think "This is some stupid ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t". You
would be correct in that surmation, but what you fail to realize is that this game is actually god damned awesome when you get
past the fact that you're just driving from point A to point B with some silly environments. It's fun as hell to go over median
going 85, or drifting in the snow with a load of precious diesel fuel. They have these little hills in the snow levels, you get a good
speed going you can ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥up when you launch off of em.

This is a silly game for a select audience, but if its on sale for like $4.99 or less, I'd say get it, it's a nice distraction from those
FPS' you play all the time. You know who you are.. Black Mirror 3 pretty much picks up where BM2 ends. It does conclude the
story of BM2, so I would recommend playing that first. There are a few revelations in this last enstallment that seem a bit of a
leap, however, the story does work in terms of connectinig with the previous 2 games, if somewhat ambiguous at times. If you
have played BM2, then pick this one up on sale (or in a bundle) as it does give closure to the story. Playing BM1 is not
completely neccesary to enjoy the following 2 games, and is perhaps more clunky than the younger generation might enjoy, but
it does set up the background rather well. I recommend the trilogy to fans of old style point and click mystery games, who enjoy
the journey more than the destination.. And I thought Bad Rats was bad ._.. I liked the game for the first chapter and a half,
despite some issues.

Then the game became more annoying than fun. I realized it was time to uninstall the game when I couldn't get a level to
complete sucessfully more than one time in ten attempts, despite doing the same thing each time. I guess my traill of gunpowder
was off by one pixel.

After a few levels like this I realized that I had no idea if I was doing a level incorrectly or the level was poorly designed.
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Truly, truly awful, to be honest. I picked up a baseball bat and got flung into the wall, which made me feel pretty sick.
I couldn't drive the car, for whatever reason. The steering on the bikes is horrendous, and for some reason being on a vehicle
blocks all your bullets from doing anything.

Also there's no actual goal to anything, you just drive around for a bit, killing people. It's basically a Mass Shooting Simulator.. \
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There are not many new features in the new version but it solves the game\u2019s biggest problems, which was the clumsy
interface and the slow speed.
The new interface is clear and easy to use and understand and the daily update speed is a lot faster.
Also many things that existed in older versions seem to work better now, like the players\u2019 contract and playing time
problems and the ability to sell players to other teams.
As usual the Real Names patch is essential in order to really enjoy this game.. Rag Doll Kung Fu.
First Non-Valve Tittle available for sale on steam.
Rag Doll Kung Fu developer Mark Healey cashed in with the first fully marked title based on the Source Havok Engine.
Released shortly after Half 2 Episodes, Rag Doll Kung Fu offered single and multiplayer games, either online or with multiple
mice,
With system requirements as low as: "Pentium 800 MHz (or compatible), 256 MB RAM, Ge-force 2 (or compatible), Windows
98, Internet connection for Steam" you could literally play this game on one of your grandmothers shoes.

Slow Applause.
*****
. Oh boy. Good game... but so insanely hard I had to refund. And here's the thing I like hard games, I really do but this is insane.

Even though I was the Quake 2 champ of Quebec for a year, leader-boarded Diablo 3 with a totally unique Monk build, and
managed to 1CC Metal Slug X in the arcade, I can't beat even the simplest of levels in this game.

My reflexes aren't really as bad as you might think... the game doesn't ramp you up at a sufficient pace. It's 100 KM\/h from the
second you start.
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